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Gravitation

Newton’s 
Theory

“instantaneous 
action at a 
distance”

Einstein’s Theory
information cannot be 

carried faster than 
speed of light – there 
must be gravitational 

radiation

The Einstein field equations of GR have wave solutions
► Emitted by a rapidly changing configuration of mass
► Travel away from the source at the speed of light 
► Change the effective distance between inertial points —

i.e. the metric — transverse to the direction of travel

Looking at a fixed place in space while time 
moves forward, the waves alternately s t r e t c h
and shrink the space





Operation of Interferometric Gravitational Wave Detectors like LIGO 
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These are not tabletop devices ….

Gravitational wave amplitude



Advanced LIGO Detectors:
installation 2010, first run fall 2015
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Patience and stewardship over generations:
~100 years ago:  Albert Einstein published his theory of General Relativity, including prediction 
of gravitational waves.
~50 years ago:  Weber builds bar antennas to attempt detection of the waves.
~45 years ago:  Key ideas for interferometric antennas developed.  Bar antenna work 
continues (US, UK, Germany, Russia), including cryogenics. 
~40 years ago:  (U.S.) National Science Foundation funding of pre‐LIGO R&D, continued GW 
detector research internationally, including Glasgow in the U.K. and MPQ in Germany.
~30 years ago:  LIGO proposed to the NSF by MIT and Caltech.
~23 years ago:  LIGO site construction began.
~18 years ago:  initial LIGO running at design sensitivity.
~8 years ago:  Advanced LIGO installation began with major international contributions, 
including from the U.K. and Germany.
September 2015: Advanced LIGO detectors pick up astrophysical signal from Black Holes.
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September 14th 2015, at 09:50 UTC 
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Credit: SXS Collaboration

Listening for 
Merging Binary Black Holes 
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Planned Observing Run Timeline

O1O1 O2O2 O3O3

60‐100 Mpc 120‐170 Mpc
target65‐80 Mpc

2016 2017 2018 20192015

Binary 
Neutron 
Star range

Virgo joins O2 
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We are here



LIGO performance 
during O2 run100 Mpc

From LIGO-G1802156-v1 14Credit J. Giaime
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GW170814 triple detection of binary BH
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.119.141101

From LIGO-G1802156-v1 16



80 deg2 localization with three detectors

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.119.141101
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How do we learn from h(t)?
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B. P. Abbott et al. (LIGO Scientific Collaboration and 
Virgo Collaboration), Observation of Gravitational Waves 
from a Binary Black Hole Merger, Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 
061102 (2016)

Phase evolution and amplitude 
modulation gives chirp mass and 

components of spin

Modified from LIGO-G1802158 B. O’Reilly



How do we learn from h(t)?

11/19/2018 Modified from LIGO-G1802158 B. O’Reilly 19

B. P. Abbott et al. (LIGO Scientific Collaboration and 
Virgo Collaboration), Observation of Gravitational Waves 
from a Binary Black Hole Merger, Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 
061102 (2016)

Ringdown frequency and Q 
give mass and spin 
of final black hole 



Distinguishing BBH formation channels

Masses and spins of the BHs determine 
the GW signal through inspiral, merger 
and ringdown

From each GW signal extract properties of 
the BBH system

Compare with population synthesis 
models

Constrain relative fraction of systems 
produced by different formation channels

» Need many detections – looking for 
higher SNR measurements.
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Artist's conception shows two merging black holes similar to those detected by LIGO. 
The black holes are spinning in a non-aligned fashion, which means they have different 
orientations relative to the overall orbital motion of the pair. 

LIGO found hints that at least one black hole in the system called GW170104 was non-
aligned with its orbital motion before it merged with its partner. See e.g. Zevin et al, 2017 arXiv:

1704.07379v3





GW170817: neutron star binary coalescence
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.119.161101
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• At 12:41 UTC August 17, 2017, both LIGO detectors saw a 
strong (high S/N ratio) signal quickly identified as a good 
match for a binary neutron star merger from ~40 Mpc away

• Virgo was working well, but did not see a signal.  This (it 
turns out) was very helpful, as it helped localized the sky 
position 

• The two merging objects had total (source frame) mass 
2.82+0.09

-0.47 solar masses, and the mass ratio is between 0.4 
and 1.0.

• There was a very short instrumentation glitch during that time 
at Livingston.

• After removing the glitch in off-line analysis, the multi-
instrument S/N ratio was around 30, the highest we’ve seen 
for any signal.

From LIGO-G1802156-v1 J. Giaime 22



Long signal, glitch.
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Sequence of Events

24

• August 17th 2017 12:41:04 UTC : GW signal from 
binary neutron star merger detected

• +2 seconds: gamma ray burst detected
• +10 hours 52 mins: a new bright optical source 

detected in the galaxy “NGC 4993”
• a “kilonova”

• +11 hours 36 mins: infrared emission detected
• + 15 hours: UV emission detected
• + 9 days: X-ray emission detected
• + 16 days: radio emission detected

CREDIT: NSF LIGO Sonoma State University A.Simonnet
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Localization and optical counterpart discovery

• From LIGO/Virgo/Many partners 
Multi-messenger paper, 
https://doi.org/10.3847/2041-
8213/aa91c9

• Fermi/GBM, LIGO/Virgo 
localization areas nicely 
intersect.

• 1M2H team using Swope 
telescope found counterpart and 
galaxy 10 hours later.

From LIGO-G1802156-v1 26



Gamma-ray bursts seen

l mention what can be learned from delta t

• Strong evidence connecting short GRBs with NS mergers.
• https://doi.org/10.3847/2041-8213/aa920c

• ~2 s delay between GW and GRB signal can be used to limit 
theories that would make speed of GW and Gamma rays 
differ.

LIGO-G1802156-v1 J. Giaime
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Light, X-ray, radio

• First optical counterpart ID’d by 
1M2H team using Swope: DOI: 
10.1126/science.aap9811

• Object was near the Sun, making
it hard work. 

• Light dimmed and reddened over 
days.

• X-ray data taken with Chandra’s 
3-10 keV band: 
https://doi.org/10.3847/2041-
8213/aa8ede

• J VLA radio data, 3 and 6 GHz: 
DOI: 10.1126/science.aap9855

From LIGO-G1802156-v1 J. Giaime



Measurement of Hubble constant:
70+12

-8 km/s /Mpc
• doi:10.1038/nature24471
• Green: Planck Collaboration et al. 

2016, using CBR observation.
• Orange: SHoES (Riess et al. 

2016). from ‘standard’ distance 
ladder, Cepheid variables.

• Blue contours: probability density 
of H0 and cosine of inclination 
angle from the joint GW-EM 
analysis.  GW ‘standard siren’

• In v = H0 d, v is determined by a 
redshift corrected by the bulk flow 
of that region (among other 
things.)

Cosine of Inclination Angle

LIGO-G1802156-v1 30



First steps in cosmology with GWs

31
Nature 551, 85 (2017) 



Credit: LIGO-Virgo/Frank Elavsky/Northwestern University
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What’s coming next?



The next few years 

34https://arxiv.org/abs/1304.0670

…..mature plans in 
place for upgrade of 
Advanced LIGO to 
‘A+’ configuration
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Sep2015 Sep2016 Sep2017 Sep2018 Sep2019 Sep2020 Sep2021 Sep2022
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Expected number of BBH events per month of coincident time

O1
O2
O3
aLIGO design
A+ no coating progress
A+ full program

We also want to see more binary neutron star 
mergers, neutron star – black hole mergers
-> rates are more uncertain



The Einstein Telescope

• Design study funded by the 
EC in FP7 (2008-2011)
• Involving France, 

Germany, Italy, the 
Netherlands, UK -
extended to Hungary, 
Poland and Spain

• The “what next” question has been posed since 2004:
• European Science Foundation funded in 2005 an “Exploratory Workshop” 

on 3G GW observatories
• Design Study idea

The Einstein Telescope



GWIC – the Gravitational Waves International Committee

l 2016 3G sub-committee has been formed to support planning:
• Co-chairs: Dave Reitze (LIGO Director) , Michele Punturo (ET lead)

Components: 
• Federico Ferrini - EGO Director/interface to Virgo related organisations
• Takaaki Kajita - KAGRA Director 
• Harald Lueck - interface to German agencies 
• Jay Marx - Big Project Expertise 
• David McClelland - interface to Australian agencies 
• Michele Punturo - ET Design Study Lead 
• David Reitze - LIGO Director/interface to NSF 
• Sheila Rowan - GWIC Chair 

D. Shoemaker - Secretary
V. Kalogera/ B. Sathyaprakash – astrophysics and GW science

https://gwic.ligo.org/3Gsubcomm/Expanding the Reach of Gravitational Wave Astronomy to the Edge of the Universe

Coordination of the 
Ground-based GW 
Community:

Science Drivers for 3G 
detectors:

Investigate governance 
schemes:

• Formal grouping of global GW leaders – WG11 of IUPAP
• In 2009 developed a strategic vision for the future of the field (GWIC roadmap): (foresaw the need for a global 

network of ‘Advanced detector’, detector upgrades, new infrastructures
• GWIC is very conscious of the relevance of the global approach to 3G developments
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Open community call – contact Vicky Kalogera, B. Sathyaprakash
Deliverables in the form of peer reviewed publications and a report to GWIC (2019)



Open questions/opportunities…

• How might we test alternative theories 
of gravity with the new capabilities we 
will have?
• For example, if the remnant after 

merger is not a black hole what's the 
signature?

• If the dynamics differ from GR in what 
way will they be different in the 
waveform phase evolution?
• In particular, what are the non-

perturbative deviations from GR 
predictions. 

• Most of our tests of GR only consider 
null tests: that is small deviations from 
GR. Big, qualitative deviations (e.g. 
alternative polarizations, echoes, etc.) 
will not be captured by our tests. 

39Credit: B. Sathyaprakash
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The GW Spectrum

8 July 2013M. Evans, Amaldi 10

10-9 Hz 10-4 Hz 100 Hz 103 Hz

Relic radiation
Cosmic Strings

Supermassive BH Binaries

BH and NS Binaries

Binaries coalescences

Extreme Mass Ratio
Inspirals

Supernovae

Spinning NS

10-16 Hz
Inflation Probe Pulsar timing Space detectors Ground interferometers
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Gravitational wave detectors in space

43

• M3 proposal for 4 S/C ESA/NASA collaborative mission 
in 1993 

• LISA selected as ESA Cornerstone in 1995

• 3 S/C NASA/ESA LISA appears in 1997 with 5 Mio km 
arms and the need for a PATHFINDER MISSION 
defined

• Joint ESA/NASA Mission Formulation study until 2011

• Reformulation in 2012 as ESA-only NGO mission 
concept (e-LISA) with 2x1 Mio km arms

Idea initiated by Peter Bender in Boulder  pre-1983 –
known as LAGOS –aimed at detecting coalescences of 
super-massive Black hole mergers at lower frequency 
than possible from the ground



Currently a GW 
space mission is 
earmarked for ESA 
L3 launch in 2034 or 
earlier with 3 arms 
again
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Conclusions

• GW detection is a wonderful achievement, but it is mainly the 
beginning of the new era of gravitational wave astronomy, astrophysics 
and fundamental physics

• New instruments will be needed to investigate the universe – on 
ground and in space

• Working in close collaboration with current and next generation 
electromagnetic and particle astrophysics facilities

Exciting new addition to the set of techniques we have to study our 
Universe – more discoveries to come
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